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Abstract
We describe the implementation of a simple method for finding k approximate nearest neighbors (ANNs) on the
GPU. While the performance of most ANN algorithms depends heavily on the distributions of the data and query
points, our approach has a very regular data access pattern. It performs as well as state of the art methods on
easy distributions with small values of k, and much more quickly on more difficult problem instances. Irrespective
of the distribution and also roughly of the size of the set of input data points, we can find 50 ANNs for 1M queries
at a rate of about 1200 queries/ms.
Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.1 [Computer Graphics]: Hardware Architecture—
Parallel processing I.3.1 [Computer Graphics]: Hardware Architecture—Graphics processors F.2.2 [Analysis of
Algorithms and Problem Complexity]: Nonnumerical Algorithms and Problems—Sorting and searching

1. Introduction

1.1. Problem definition

Nearest neighbor finding is an important step in many algorithms. High-dimensional nearest neighbors are used in
many machine learning algorithms. Low-dimensional nearest neighbors are important in point-set processing in computer graphics and geometrical modeling. Two typical examples are estimating normals for a point-cloud prior to pointbased rendering, and collecting the radiance of photons near
a visible point in photon mapping.

In the nearest neighbors problem, we are given a set P of data
points, and another set Q of queries; for each q ∈ Q, we want
to report its k nearest points in P, where k is a parameter that
depends on the application.

Sequentially, low-dimensional nearest neighbor problems
are usually solved by building a data structure, usually a k-d
tree, on the data points and then using it to find the nearest neighbors for each query point. This is also a common
approach on the GPU, where the k-d tree may be built either sequentially or in parallel, and then multiple queries
are processed in parallel. Our algorithm instead builds on
recent efficient 64-bit sorting on the GPU [MG11] and the
shifted sorting of Liao, Lopez, and Leutenegger [LLL01].
The behavior of this algorithm is very regular with respect
to the data distribution, unlike more traditional tree-search
algorithms, so that it remains fast even on difficult instances
where a k-d tree algorithm does poorly.

This paper has been downloaded from http://idav.ucdavis.edu/.
The definitive version is available at http://diglib.eg.org/.
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There is no good upper bound on the time required
to answer a nearest neighbors query; bad queries might
have many almost equally close neighbors that need to be
checked. So generally some approximation is allowed in the
result, in the sense that the kth nearest neighbor may be at
distance (1 + ε) times the distance to the true kth nearest
neighbor. The greater the approximation factor ε, the faster
the search can be, but often in practice allowing a large ε
gives a good speed-up while producing results with much
smaller approximation factors. Alternatively, many implementations find exact nearest neighbors, and this often works
well in practice since bad query cases, which would be very
slow, are rare.
1.2. Our algorithm
Our GPU algorithm builds on the simple and elegant sequential algorithm of Liao, Lopez, and Leutenegger [LLL01],
which we call shifted sorting. Shifted sorting in turn is based
on a remarkable lemma of Chan (Lemma 3.3 in [Cha97]). In
3D, their data structure consists of five sorted lists of the
data points, in Hilbert code order; the lists differ from each
other because the data points are shifted with respect to the
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coordinate system by a different amount before computing
the Morton codes for each list. The sequential algorithm for
performing queries is simply to locate a query point in each
list by binary search, and then to consider the k preceding
and k succeeding points; from these 10k points, the k nearest to the query point are returned. Chan’s Lemma is used
to prove that five specific shifts lead to an algorithm with a
provable approximation factor of ε = 29. While this is absurdly high, and increases with the dimension, Liao, Lopez,
and Leutenegger [LLL01] observed quite good approximation results in high dimensions. We report similarly positive
results on many distributions in R3 , including some arising
in a photon mapping application.

the kth nearest neighbor, which allowed them to do a stackless traversal. Qiu et al. [QMN09] also compute a single
(possibly not nearest) neighbor for 3D registration applications by precomputing a k-d tree on the CPU and searching
it on the GPU.

This algorithm is appealing for the GPU since sorting
has been studied extensively in recent years. We use the
recent high-performance 64-bit radix sort implementation
of Merrill and Grimshaw [MG11]. We eliminate the binary
searches by simply sorting the query points along with the
data points. Since sort is so efficient, the majority of the computation time is thus taken by the selection of the lists of k
nearest neighbors for each query. For small k this is easy, but
in graphics applications often values of k = 50 or k = 100 are
required, so that, for example, if we make 1 million queries
on a data set of size 2 million with k = 100, the total size
of the lists of nearest neighbors dwarfs the size of the input,
and this becomes the major performance challenge.

Higher-dimensional k nearest neighbors is an important problem in machine learning, computer vision, and
databases [BDHK06, GDB08, KZ09]. High-dimensional
GPU implementations have focused on the brute-force algorithm; an exception is Pan et al. [PLM10], who use localitysensitive hashing. Some techniques use a heap structure in
order to maintain the k nearest neighbors [KH12, BGTP10]
for each query.

1.3. Contributions
The main contributions we make are:
• The observation that the shifted sorting algorithm provides a more GPU-friendly basis for ANN searching than
the more well-known k-d tree algorithm,
• The idea of sorting the data and queries together to eliminate searching,
• An efficient GPU algorithm for selecting the best k nearest
neighbors from the 10k candidate points,
• A demonstration that this method performs better than a
state-of-the-art k-d tree based GPU code, especially on
difficult distributions of data and queries, and
• An experimental evaluation of the effective approximation error.
2. Related work
FLANN [ML09b, ML11b] is a recent nearest neighbor library, including both CPU and GPU implementations. The
GPU code is designed for dimension three, and implements
the standard k-d tree algorithm, using a priority queue for
each query’s search. In difficult cases the size of the priority queues can grow quite large. We show comparisons to
FLANN in Section 4.
The k-d tree approach was adapted to the GPU by Zhou
et al. [ZHWG08] so as to avoid the priority queues, by precomputing, for each k-d tree cell, the maximum distance to

More recently, Leite et al. [LTF∗ 12] compute k nearest
neighbors on the GPU with a 3D voxel grid data structure
using the brute force algorithm. This is very effective when
the query and data distributions are both uniform, either in
space or on the surface of an object, but it degrades rapidly
on difficult inputs.

Octree search is the basis of the theoretically optimal CPU
algorithm for approximate k nearest neighbors [AMN∗ 98]
in fixed dimension, with any choice of ε. The algorithm
of Liao, Lopez and Luetenegger [LLL01], on which our
method is based, is related to octree search in that Morton
codes can be seen as labeling the octree cells containing the
points. Octrees have been constructed on the GPU and used
for Poisson surface reconstruction [ZGHG11]. The BVH
structure of Lauterbach et al. [LGS∗ 09] is closely related to
the construction of an octree by sorting Morton codes.
Photon mapping on the GPU is an area of great recent interest, beginning with Purcell et al. [PDC∗ 03] and Ma and
McCool [MM02], both of which used forms of spatial hashing, as did a recent speed-up [HJ10] of the progressive photon mapping algorithm of Hachisuka and Jensen [HJ09].
Spatial hashing is a more space-efficient version of the
voxel-grid approach, in which only occupied voxels are
hashed into a data structure, and again it does not do well
on difficult ANN examples. We use a modified version of a
progressive photon mapping demo using the NVIDIA Optix
Ray-tracing Engine [NVI12] as a platform to test our kANN
algorithm.
More recent global illumination solutions seek to reduce or eliminate k nearest neighbor searches. Wang et
al. [WWZ∗ 09] carefully cluster and average photons to form
a greatly reduced set of irradiance samples. Somewhat similarly, McGuire and Luebke [ML09a] improve performance
by scattering irradiance from photons to nearby pixels rather
than gathering it via k nearest neighbors, and Fabianowski
and Dingliana [FD09] calculate a footprint describing the
influence of each photon on its neighbors.
c The Eurographics Association 2012.
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Figure 1: We use Morton codes to impose an ordering based
a recursive traversal of octree cells. The most significant bits
of the Morton code are the number of its largest containing
top-level cell (the gray numbers), followed by the number
of its cell at the next level (numbered according to the same
scheme), and so on. Sorting the cells by Morton code orders
them along the pink space-filling curve (left). When the input data is shifted, they appear along the curve in a different
order (right).

3. Algorithm
In this section we explain two main things. The first is how
the shifted sorting algorithm works, and why it is so suitable for the GPU; and the second is how the bookkeeping
required to collect the k approximate nearest neighbors can
be done efficiently. Algorithm 1 shows the pseudo-code for
our overall algorithm.
3.1. Data scaling and Morton code computation
Our algorithm is based on sorting together the data and query
points, as represented by their Morton codes. Morton-code
sorting orders the points along the space-filling Z-curve.
Liao et al. [LLL01] ordered points along the Hilbert curve
instead; the analysis of the algorithm is the same in either
case. In practice, we found that the Hilbert curve would improve our approximation quality by a small factor (no more
than 3%), but at the cost of significantly more computation.
There is an implied octree decomposition associated with
the Morton code order: points whose Morton codes share a
prefix of length d × i share an octree cell at level i (where
level 0 has the largest cells). Points that are near each other
in space are not necessarily near each other along the spacefilling curve (see Figure 1, left); this happens when a point
lies near the boundary of its octree cell and a neighbor lies
outside the cell. But if the points are shifted with respect to
the curve, the ordering induced by the curve changes, so that
nearby points in space that were far apart in the old ordering
might be close together in the new one (Figure 1, right); that
is, points that formerly lay in different octree cells might now
be together.
Our implementation of shifted sorting begins by sorting
the data and query points together. Then, each query point
c The Eurographics Association 2012.

Algorithm 1: Compute k nearest neighbors
Input: Data points and query points, as floating point
x, y, z
Output: For each query point, an array of k nearest data
points, as a list of indices
Scale all points
for j = {0, 1, 2, 3, 4} do
Shift all points, data and queries, by j × 0.05
Compute Morton codes for all points
mc_all[] = Sort all points, with their original
indices, in Morton code order
mc_data[] = Compact mc_all[] for data points
foreach query point q pardo
iq = Find the index of the nearest data point to
its left in mc_all[]
2k candidates = mc_data[iq − k − 1, iq + k]
if j = 0 then
Sort 2k candidates by distance from q
Save the nearest k candidates as the initial
nearest neighbors
else
Merge 2k new candidates into the array of
the current nearest neighbors (this is
described in Algorithm 2)
Sort the updated nearest neighbor array
end
end
end

checks the data points to its right and to its left in the sorted
order for potential approximate nearest neighbors. It then repeats this process using several different shifts, always keeping track of the nearest k neighbors seen so far. The theoretical results of Liao et al. [LLL01] and Chan [Cha02] established that in R3 , five specific shifts (described below)
ensure that k approximate nearest neighbors will be found,
for any k, with an approximation factor ε < 29. Recall that
this means that the distance from the query to the kth nearest
neighbor reported is at most 30 times greater than the distance to the true kth nearest neighbor. While this is a nearly
useless upper bound, we find, as they did, that in practice the
results are invariably much better.
We use 64-bit Morton codes in our implementation, giving us 21 bits for each of the x, y and z coordinates. The remaining least significant bit is used to distinguish between
the Morton code of a query point (1) and a data point (0).
With 21 bits per dimension, we find that every point gets a
unique Morton code in all of our experiments.
The shifts required by the algorithm must be relatively
prime with respect to the spacing of the power-of-two grid
on which the implied octree is constructed. Chan’s lemma
guarantees that for points in the cube [0, 1)3 , shifting by 0.2
at each iteration will approximate all k nearest neighbors;
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this requires handling shifted points in the range [0, 1.8)3 .
Instead, we scale to [0, 0.75)3 and shift by 0.05, keeping the
shifted data within [0, 1)3 . The smaller shifts give us essentially one more bit per dimension in the Morton code, but
we lose the guarantee of being able to find far-off nearest
neighbors, those at a distance > 0.25.

thread is in charge of generating candidate records for two
data points. To reduce memory traffic, we compute the distance between integer coordinates from which the Morton
code was generated, instead of reading the actual floating
point coordinates from global memory. All 2k candidate
records are stored as an array in shared memory.

After scaling and shifting, we convert the coordinates to
integers, and then compute Morton codes. This requires interleaving the bits of the twenty-one least-significant bits
of each coordinate (the others are zero) into the mostsignificant 63 bits of the Morton code.

Then, the threads within the same block together perform a block-wise parallel sort on the array. We use bitonic
sort; we found experimentally that this was more efficient in
shared memory than other parallel sort alternatives such as
odd-even merge sort. Note that, in order to sort 2k elements,
bitonic sort requires k threads.

3.2. Sorting and candidate identification

Finally, we save the smallest k sorted nearest neighbor
candidate records to global memory for each query. We
do this with a coalesced write, producing the result array
allNN[].

After radix-sorting the data and queries together, every query
needs to consider k data points to its left and k data points
to its right. To avoid having to read and skip other query
points, we compact the data, removing the queries, while remembering, for each query, the index iq at which q would be
located in the compacted data list. In the following section,
each query will be compared with k points on either side of
iq in this compacted list, for a total of 2k potential neighbors
per query.
3.3. Maintaining nearest neighbors
Since each iteration generates 2k nearest neighbor candidates per query, as k increases, storing all candidates from
the five iterations takes up a great deal of memory. Hence,
we only store the k nearest candidates for each query point
as an array in the first iteration and update these arrays in
the following four iterations. After the final iteration, the remaining candidates in the arrays are the result.
Maintaining the arrays of k nearest neighbor candidates,
allNN[], is the main challenge in the implementation of this
algorithm. At each iteration, we may discover new nearest
neighbor candidates that need to be merged into allNN[] and
also duplicate candidates that we have seen in previous iterations (note that within the 2k candidates taken from the
data point array in sorted Morton code order in one iteration,
there are no duplicates).
In order to replace current candidates with new, nearer
candidates and detect duplicates efficiently, we store allNN[]
in sorted order based on the distances from the candidate
data points to the query point. We store these candidates as
the concatenation of the distance to the query point with the
index into the data point array. Using the index as the leastsignificant bits of the record allows us to sort by distance
while being able to detect and eliminate duplicate candidates.
First iteration: Among the 2k data points per query point
found in the first iteration, we need to keep the k nearest
neighbors as the initial allNN[] array.
We launch a block of k threads per query. First, each

We implement these three parts (gathering, sorting, and
saving) within one CUDA kernel. Bitonic sort is the dominant factor, so the kernel runs in O(log2 2k) parallel time
across k threads per query.
Subsequent iterations: In each subsequent iteration, we
may need to merge some of the new candidates that we see
among the 2k neighbors in Morton code order into allNN[].
Again, we do as much of this work in shared memory as
possible in order to reduce global memory traffic.
We launch a block of 2k threads for each query. First,
the block performs a coalesced read and transfers the current nearest neighbor array allNN[] from global memory into
currentNN[] in shared memory.
Then, each thread generates a nearest neighbor candidate
record candidateNN using the same routine as in the first
iteration. As currentNN[] is sorted, each thread does a binary search into this shared array for its candidateNN in parallel. The binary search returns the location loc, at which
this record wants to be inserted, i.e., currentNN[loc − 1] ≤
candidateNN < currentNN[loc]. If loc = k, which means
candidateNN cannot be one of the first k nearest neighbors,
we discard it. Also, if candidateNN = currentNN[loc − 1],
which means that candidateNN is a duplicate, we discard it.
Both the k current candidates and at most 2k new candidates may be among the new k nearest neighbor candidates,
so we need to compute their ranks based on the binary search
results. Our approach employs a counter array, the atomic
add operation, and an exclusive prefix sum computation for
the counter array.
We allocate an array counter[] of size 2k in shared memory. Its odd entries, corresponding to records already in
currentNN[], are initialized to 1, and its even entries, corresponding to new records waiting to be merged in, are initialized to 0. Each thread trying to insert its candidateNN then
atomically adds one to the counter array entry counter[loc ×
2] and remembers the previous value of this entry in a
c The Eurographics Association 2012.
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Figure 2: A graphical representation of Algorithm 2,
with k = 5. Only the distances are shown; we assume that
the index for the candidate with a distance of 2.5 matches
the existing point, and it is eliminated as a duplicate.

variable offset. Next, the entire thread block assigned to a
query performs a block-wise parallel exclusive prefix sum
on counter[], producing counter_scan[]. The odd entries
in counter_scan[] are the ranks of the current candidates.
The even entries are the starting ranks of the segments of
new candidates waiting to be inserted into the same location. Each active thread computes the unique rank of its
candidateNN by adding counter_scan[loc × 2] and offset.
Any nearest neighbor candidate record, new or old, associated with a rank greater than k is discarded. The smallest
k records are saved in an array updatedNN[] in shared memory. Finally, updatedNN[] is written back to allNN[] in global
memory in a coalesced manner.
Again, all of the above procedures are implemented in one
kernel. Details of this kernel can be seen in Algorithm 2 and
Figure 2, described at the block level. The binary search into
a sorted array with size k takes O(log k) time. If all 2k candidates binary search into the same location, the atomic operations will be serialized, resulting in a worst-case time of
O(2k). The exclusive prefix sum for an array with size 2k
runs in O(log 2k) time.
Since the new candidates inserted into the same location
are in arbitrary order (there were no comparisons between
them and their ranks are determined by the atomic operations), allNN[] at this moment is almost but not completely
sorted. Hence, we launch another kernel to sort each array
of k nearest neighbor candidates using a block-wise bitonic
sort in shared memory. This proved to be faster overall than
sorting each small segment separately.
c The Eurographics Association 2012.

Algorithm 2: Computing and maintaining k nearest
neighbor candidates for a query in subsequent iterations
Input: Sorted array allNN[] of current k nearest
neighbor candidate records for this query in
global memory
Output: Updated array allNN[]
Allocate currentNN[] array of size k in shared memory
currentNN[] = allNN[]
Allocate counter[] array of size 2k in shared memory
foreach counter[i] pardo
if i is odd then
counter[i] = 1
else
counter[i] = 0
end
end
foreach one of the 2k new nearest neighbor candidates
of this query pardo
Compute and create candidateNN
loc = Binary search the location of candidateNN in
currentNN[]
if loc = k OR candidateNN = currentNN[loc − 1]
then
Stop processing this candidateNN
else
offset = Save the previous value in
counter[loc × 2]
Atomically increment counter[loc × 2]
end
end
counter_scan[] = Parallel in-place exclusive prefix sum
on counter[]
Allocate updatedNN[] array of size k in shared memory
foreach current candidate record currentNN[i] pardo
index = counter_scan[i × 2 + 1]
if index < k then
updatedNN[index] = currentNN[i]
end
end
foreach one of the active new candidate records
candidateNN pardo
index = counter_scan[loc × 2] + offset
if index < k then
updatedNN[index] = candidateNN
end
end
allNN[] = updatedNN[]
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Figure 3: Number of queries per millisecond as we vary the
size of the input data; 1M query points with k = 50. Higher
results are better. We compare our results (solid lines) with
that of FLANN (dotted lines) [ML11b].
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Figure 5: Number of queries per millisecond as we vary the
size of the query points; querying into 2M data points with
k = 50. Unlike FLANN [ML11b], which demonstrates consistent performance regardless of the number of queries sent,
our approach exhibits significantly better performance with
larger query batches.
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Figure 4: A closeup of only our performance seen in Figure 3. With fixed query size and k, our performance is linear
with respect to data size. The only operation involving all of
the data points is the radix sort.

4. Results
We implemented the sorting approximate nearest neighbors
algorithm in CUDA on an NVIDIA GeForce GTX 480 with
1.5 GB of GPU memory.
Data Sets: We constructed synthetic test data sets for
which the two distributions, of queries and data to be
searched, are different; these cases are more difficult for
ANN searching. We put one on a two-dimensional surface
(the Stanford bunny) and the other in 25 tight Gaussian clusters in three-dimensional space. When the queries are clustered and the data is on the surface we called this Cluster
into Bunny, and when the roles of the distributions were reversed, we called it Bunny into Cluster. We also considered

the case in which both queries and data are uniform threedimensional distributions.
We also generated sets of queries (eye-ray object intersections) and data (photons distributed on object surfaces) using
the Optix progressive photon mapping demo [NVI12]. Figure 8 compares images created using the original demo and
images created using a version modified to use our kANN algorithm instead of radius search, with the value of k tuned to
achieve a similar level of brightness. Our experimental data
sets are realistic in the sense that they produce images of
comparable quality to the progressive photon mapping code.
Using these distributions, we compared our running
times against the version of the FLANN [ML11b] approximate nearest neighbors library designed for low-dimensional
point sets on the GPU [ML09b]. FLANN is a recent, wellknown library for both high- and low-dimensional nearest
neighbors; it has been incorporated into the Point Cloud Library (PCL) [PCL] and the OpenCV (Open Source Computer Vision) library [Ope]. Its CPU routines tune themselves to different data and query distributions, switching
between two different data structures. Its GPU code uses a
k-d tree, computed on the GPU and then searched using the
standard priority search strategy [ML11a]. We compare our
entire running time against only the search time of FLANN.
We find (Figure 3) that our throughput is between two and
five times better, as measured by the number of queries answered per millisecond. While neither program is affected
much by the overall size of the data being searched, the
FLANN k-d tree is quite sensitive to the query and data distributions, with high throughput on uniform queries into uniform data, and less in the more difficult situations.
We also tried keeping the data size fixed at two milc The Eurographics Association 2012.
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Figure 6: Number of queries per millisecond as we vary the
size of k; querying 1M points into 1M input data points.
Threads are allocated to queries in powers of two, with a
single block servicing multiple queries. This results in nearly
the same performance for k = 20 and k = 30, as 32 threads
are launched per query in both cases. Similarly, performance
at k = 50 is close to k = 60. We also show our performance
for launching 500K queries into 1M data points (orange line)
as we vary k up to 120. The smaller number of queries opens
up more memory and as a result we can search for more
nearest neighbors.

lion points, and varying the number of queries (Figure 5).
We found that our performance suffered for smaller sets of
queries, while for larger query sets the time required by the
sorts was amortized over many more results. Unfortunately,
we ran out of memory beyond 1.2 million queries (k = 50,
2 million data points). FLANN failed at 800K queries on the
Cluster into Bunny distribution, possibly because the poor
distribution required very large priority queues in the search.
Finally, we considered throughput as a function of k, the
number of nearest neighbors returned (Figure 6). For both
our code and FLANN, this is the factor with the biggest influence on performance.

4.1. Approximation Factor
We achieve consistent throughput across all data sets at the
cost of a small decrease in the quality of the approximation
on the difficult distributions. On uniform distributions, including the distribution produced by the progressive photon
mapping application, the worst query returned a kth nearest
neighbor (for k = 100) which was at most ε = 1.2 times as
far as the true nearest neighbor. Even on the difficult distributions, the number of queries which have approximation error
ε falls off exponentially with ε, and none of the one million
queries had an approximation error of more than ε = 2.75.
c The Eurographics Association 2012.
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Figure 7: Our approach trades accuracy for speed. These histograms plot the ratio of the distance to the worst neighbor
returned by a query to the actual kth nearest neighbor. Notice
the log-scale on the y-axis. Our approach handles uniform
random data in 3D with very small approximation error, including the data from our simple photon mapping scene.
Cluster into Bunny has <3% of items with approximation
error ε > 1.5, while Bunny into Cluster has 0.6%.

4.2. Other published results
The recent work of Leite et al. [LTF∗ 12] uses a voxel grid,
which is only efficient for uniform query and data distributions. On uniform data sets, we see that our performance
is not as good at k = 10, but comparable at k = 30, and
the strength of our algorithm is that we also handle very
non-uniform distributions. For example, with data and query
sizes of 50K they find k = 30 nearest neighbors for each
query in 25 ms [LTF∗ 12], for a throughput of about 2000
queries/ms; ours is about the same, even with 1 million
query and data points (they also work on the GTX 480). The
most natural performance comparison would be the GPU kd tree nearest neighbor implementation [ZHWG08], which
achieves real-time rendering of caustics, but it is not clear
from that paper how many nearest-neighbor queries are actually performed per frame; queries far from the caustic were
eliminated.
5. Discussion & Limitations
Actually returning the list of k nearest neighbors is not necessary for all applications. It would be useful to create a library function that could accumulate arbitrary functions over
the k nearest neighbors without actually returning the items;
this would save both space and time.
The algorithm of Liao et al. [LLL01] was intended for
queries in high dimensions. As we have worked exclusively
in 3D, we have only needed 64 bits in our Morton codes.
In testing, we never find elements mapping to the same 64bit Morton code. However, as the number of dimensions in-
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Figure 8: 100 iterations (top) and 10 iterations (bottom) of 640K photons per iteration being sent into a typical test scene. We
used k = 100 from the kANN search (right), which is significantly larger than the average of 50 photons collected by each radius
query from the progressive photon mapper (left), the scenes converge to nearly the same image (top). Note the difference in
effective k is visible in the blotches on the far wall, but the caustic effects (particulary the effects on the right wall) show the
same behavior. While we tuned k to produce similar progressive images, the combination of a relatively large k with Optix’s
large memory footprint meant our searches were memory-limited and overall the demo ran at about a third of the rate of the
radius search version.

creases, the number of bits-per-dimension decreases; effectively, this reduces the depth of the octree.

Our algorithm is memory bound. In particular, two arrays
make up a majority of our memory usage. In between iterations, we store 64 bits of data per candidate point per query,
and the final results are 32 bits per result per query; in our
test case for k = 50 with 1M queries, these two arrays totalled 600 MB. Luckily, neither of these store the Morton
codes, so an increase in Morton code size (in order to work
in higher dimensions) would not incur a penalty here.
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